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Israel. Interviews with orchestra members, the conductor, and those who traveled with them indicate that the planning and practicing for this event had been quite overwhelming. Once the young musicians arrive in Moscow, the documentary focuses on the architecture of the city and music. Classical music plays as cameras pan the city with its fabulous onion domed architecture. Each day of the trip is documented with rehearsals, side trips, and small group performances. Finally the day of the international youth concert in Red Square arrives. Maestro Valerie Gergeyev, a well-known classical conductor, runs through several pieces with the international group of about 1000 and selects the difficult piece, “Pictures at an Exhibition” by Mussorgsky. Conductors from the Vancouver and the Philadelphia youth orchestras describe the importance of this concert. The film ends with Tchaikovsky’s “1812 Overture” complete with cannon fire and fireworks and joy on the faces of all the participants for having participated in this memorable concert. Since the film is predominantly in Hebrew with English subtitles, which occasionally have misspelled words, viewers must have a strong interest in the subject matter to stay focused. Music teachers might want to show this video to student orchestra groups to demonstrate how hard work pays off—Fat Bender, The Shipley School, Bryn Mawr, PA

Gr. 9-12—The special effects in this video will hold the attention of teenagers as actor Christian Slater narrates this excellent, thought provoking video about this classic. University professors, authors, and leaders from religious communities add their comments. Dominant themes in the video reflect major themes in Dante’s work. Sin is the result of human choice and, in order to choose the path of righteousness, one must first face the nature of evil. The video shows how both of these themes relate to Dante’s Inferno. Although the scholars mention that The Bible served as the source for much of Dante’s ideas, they also point out that much of what Dante presents is also based on human nature. Dante’s personal journey to the depths of his soul represents the universal journey of every man’s life. So powerful is Dante’s writing, that his model of hell has become widely accepted by the Western world. Translator Robert Pinsky gives viewers the final thought provoking words, “Dante wrote about life, about the center of living and how life must end. Life takes its petty turns and is in the context of eternity on either side of it. Dante’s journey is one toward life and hope after having faced the evils of man’s soul.”—Suzanne Goodman, Park High School, Livingston, MT

Blue and White in Red Square. videocassette. color. 1 hr. Alden Films. 2003. $49.95.
Gr. 7 Up—In the summer of 1998, the Israeli Philharmonic Youth Orchestra traveled to Moscow to perform with youth orchestras from many other countries. It was a significant trip for the Israelis, since most of its members were either born in Russia or had relatives who had emigrated from Russia to
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Astronomy Series. 4 videocassettes or 4 DVDs. color. 20 min. ea. (closed captioned). with teacher’s guide. Visual Learning Co. 2003. ISBN: 582248549-7. videocassette: $299.95. DVD: $299.99. Includes: Earth, Sun and Moon; The Inner Planets; The Outer Planets; The Amazing Universe. Gr. 5-8—The series emphasizes structured lessons for traditional science pedagogy. Each video features an introduction, a summary after the facts are presented, and fill-in-the-blank questions posed on screens at the end. Content is delivered with clear examples and well explained and illustrated facts. Earth, Sun and Moon covers planet shape, rotation, and revolution around the sun. Animated sequences showing the phases of the moon are easy to understand. The Inner Planets describes the nebular hypothesis, the layout of the solar system, and the characteristics of Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars with satellite photos and three-dimensional views. Animations clearly show planet orbits. The Outer Planets takes us on an animated trip to Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Pluto where features are described with NASA and Hubble telescope images. Information on the Milky Way and asteroids is included. The Amazing Universe gives more information about our galaxy and others in our solar system. NASA footage of our sun explains the life of a star, sunspots, and solar flares. Also covered are constellations, other planet moons, nebulas, white dwarves, giant and neutron stars and supernovas. With the flavor of a game show, the audience gets to guess upcoming information with interspersed “You Decide?” questions, where shifting off the video and allowing some discussion or class interaction might be useful. While the content is accurate, the presentation is not very exciting. Astronomers are not interviewed, and the emphasis is on delivery of facts. Sound effects and music are included and frequently punctuate the graphic text dividers of the material. Viewers are left wishing for a night of star gazing to get really excited about astronomy.—Jean Krasicki, Greenwich High School, CT

Gr. 9 Up—Billions of people depend upon ocean fish for their entire supply of protein. But the fish species across the world’s oceans are in trouble. With superb visuals and splendid narration by Peter Coyote, the video examines the causes of over fishing and the increasing demand for fish, and offers examples of viable solutions that provide sustainable fish populations. Fishers, both men and women, discuss their livelihood and the challenges of finding fish. Scientists and ex-
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Gr 9–Up—Dr. Ken Hiro, volcanologist, photographer, producer and narrator of this exciting program, takes us up very close to all kinds of lava flows and formations. The wealth of current, in-depth information is well organized and explained. Two kinds of lava flows, known as aa and pahoehoe, are shown in their current active state in Hawaii and at ancient sites in Idaho, New Mexico, and Washington. Also included are examples of unusual formations such as slabby and inflated pahoehoe, columnar joints, tree molds, hornitos, and pillow lava. Undersea lava flows are also briefly explained. Good use of time-lapse and aerial photography helps to make the process understandable. Lava viscosity and stress are also described in detail to explain which kind of lava will be formed under what conditions. Vents, fissure rows, spatter ramps, and fountains are briefly described with reference to recent eruptions of Mount Etna in Italy. The last half of the production explains lava tubes, underground channels, and caves formed by moving molten rock. Caves formed from ancient lava flows are shown open to visitors and reveal intricate formations. Music and the incredible sound of lava flow enhance the presentation. People assumed to be volcanologists are shown in close vicinity to active lava flows, appearing to walk on cooled crust atop hot flowing lava in caves below. There are no safety warnings for those who might visit volcano sites. A bonus included with this program is the 30-minute award-winning Kilauea: Close Up of an Active Volcano. Covering the physical geography of the Hawaiian Islands and volcano history, it is a good complement to Dr. Hiro’s more technical information. Together these programs offer unique photography and the volcanology expertise of Dr. Hiro’s team that should be useful to students researching current ideas about how lava flows move, change, and create lava tubes.—Joan Katasek, Greenwich High School, CT


Gr 4–6—There are many ways in which plants spread their seeds. This video addresses the most common of these as it explores ways in which plants propagate themselves. Through excellent live-action, close-up, and time-lapse photography, viewers learn about plant adaptations to spread seeds. These include using wind and water, hitchhiking, exploiting their role in the food chain, and using adaptations that violently expel seeds so that they may be scattered. Each method is demonstrated using fairly common plants most children will recognize. Reasons why seeds may fail to germinate are also explored. This has all the earmarks of those classic educational films we all remember watching as children. The female narrator provides the facts in a measured, calm, and precise manner. There’s no snappy music or flashy graphics, just good solid information presented clearly. There is, however, one flaw. Maple trees, with their winged seeds, are identified as oaks. Without that error, this would be a sold educational video that would merit a place in classrooms.—Teresa Bateman, Brigadoon Elementary School, Federal Way, WA


Pre-S—This second volume in the series repeats the format that made the first such a success: it introduces each concept with pictures and the English word spoken and on the screen, and then demonstrates the sign three times, alternated with various crisp still pictures and video illustrating the concept. One of the demonstrations of the sign is always in slow motion, which parents will appreciate. This volume lacks the parent information section which made the first video such a valuable asset, but it makes up for this by including more than 100 well-chosen signs in eight child-friendly categories: Familiar Faces and Places, Outdoors, Zoo Friends, Party Time, My Body, Bath Time, Nighty-Night, and Manners. Each segment features a variety of people of various ages and ethnic